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American children were forcibly taken from their parents and
sent to mandatory schools. The aim was to assimilate children
into mainstream American culture and thereby “civilize” them.
From memoirs and letters of these children, many heartrending
stories of anguish and fear can be read.
Children at these schools were not allowed to speak their native
languages. They had to wear military uniforms, live under military
discipline and keep their hair cut.
In 1928, attendance at these schools was made optional. Some
Native American parents still chose to send their children there,
in hope of their receiving a better education than reservations
could provide.
Native American language was hardly ever written and, instead,
thoughts and ideas were conveyed on pottery decorations.
Collections at Heard include pottery, beads, homes (hogans),
and clothing items of Navajos, Hopis (part of Navajos), and the
vanished Hohokam. Some 21 tribes from Arizona are featured,
some stationery farmers and some nomadic hunters. Several
tribes were peaceful, usually engaged in stationary farming, some
like Apaches have been labeled historically as fierce warriors. To
an extent, a Spanish influence is included in these collections.

•
•
•

EXHIBITS AT HERD INCLUDE...
HOMES OF NATIVE AMERICANS IN THE
SOUTH WEST

For example, to the Hopi, a central portion of their cultural
life were the Kachina dolls, a prominent part of the
Goldwater collection of 437 dolls. For Navajos, a Hogan,
built with cedar logs, served as home. A miniature version
is shown in the Museum.

MAREEN ALLEN NICHOLS COLLECTION
260 pieces of contemporary Native American jewelry.

FROM THE ABOVE BOARDING SCHOOLS
OF NATIVE AMERICANS
photographs, uniforms, oral interviews and various
memorabilia.

It’s important to mention that we also had
lunch at the café, where we were pleasantly
surprised. Our guest, French Master Chef
Hervé Laurent, said, “The service, fresh
food, presentation, and variety all ranked
outstanding.” We agreed.

In visiting Phoenix, the Heard Museum of Native Cultures
and Art can easily take a day for a thorough visit. It is a site
that should not be missed.
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